


The PREZ Says ...

Well, June is here and it came quicker than anyone could
imagine.  We are looking at a great Field Day coming up,
wherever it  will  be held this year.   Remember that  Field
Day is NOT a contest, but a way for us to make sure that
we can communicate in times of emergency.  Field Day is a
time for clubs to get together and hang out for a 24 hour
period of time and celebrate HAM radio.  Filed Day is a
time  to  eat  some  great  food.   Field  Day  is  a  time  to
remember  past  Field  Days  and  all  of  the  people  we
currently know and the Silent Keys who blessed our lives,
such as our friend and recent Silent Key, Dwaine, K8ME.
He will always be remembered for the great things that he
did with us and the great times that we had with him.

If  we  are  able  to  reach  one  person  via  radio  in  an
emergency,  and  they  reach  one  person  further  down the
road, who reaches someone else and on and on it goes, we
have effectively sent the message needed and done our job.
I remember running a computer bulletin board before the
days of the internet.  I was a single node in the Cleveland
area  in  the  1980’s.   We  had  a  very  rudimentary  mail
system, not email, but a way to send a message.  If you left
a message on my board it would call another board with a
local phone number and dump and receive whatever mail
was available.   That  board  would  call  another  and on it
went.   Thus  in  a  few hours  it  would  reach  both  coasts.
Albeit the internet is faster, but a message is a message is a
message,  and  when  it’s  needed  it  needs  to  be delivered.
That is what we do in HAM radio and that is what we do on
Field Day.  We deliver messages that give people answers
in time of need no matter what that news is.  Let’s try not to
get overly anxious about how many points we get and miss
the camaraderie aspect of the day, but at the same time lets
not forget to try and make as many contacts as we possibly
can.   If  we miss the  fun and joy  of  Field  Day we have
missed everything.

May you all  be blessed my friends and may you have a
wonderful beginning of summer.

73! Stephen N8WB

WEST PARK PUBLIC SERVICE�  
  For many years West Park Radiops volunteers have
helped LCAC volunteers sort and deliver articles to
the needy. As an ARRL Special Service Club in past
years,  our  members  assisted  in  this  activity  every
year.  On May 12 Al, N8CX, Kevin, K8VUS, and
Glenn,  AF8C  supported  the  LCAC  Spring
Cleaning Supply deliveries. We can also support
other activities  on short  notice.  In general,  radio
net  activity  provide  virtual  public  service  practice
and keeps our radios in tested operation and weeds
out problems.
  

RECENT NETS & TALK�
  Club nets have switched over to only using 147.36+
(107.2  PL)  at  8  p.m. local  on  Mondays.  Many
interesting discussions occur and often with no prior
planning. However, you must have a clear shot at the
repeater's  receiving  antenna  to  use  an  HT.  Please
consider  your  2m  antenna  systems  and  how  they
perform for the net.

FUTURE PROGRAMS...
  The  following  topics  are  on  the  new  list  for
programs:   openSPOT,  SharkRF,  Dxpeditions,
Propagation, FT8 and WSPR modes.
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POP QUIZ...

A  common  emission  type  designator  of  the  Upper
Sideband Suppressed Carrier emission we call “phone”
as used on the HF bands  is “J3E”.  This is referred to in
FCC Part 97 -- legally defined as 47 C.F.R. (Code of
Federal  Regulations)  Part  97  in  section   97(c)(3).
Emission type designator “J” is listed there along with
other designators such as A, C, D, F, G, H, etc.
Question:  Are these designators defined in Part 97?
 (The answer is found somewhere in this newsletter.)

HB 555 (Amateur Radio Parity Act)...
    (from ARRL News)

05/11/2018
  The FY 2019 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) that asks the FCC to grant radio amateurs living
in restricted communities the right  to install  effective outdoor antennas. Text from the proposed Amateur
Radio Parity Act (HR 555) formed the basis for the Courtney-Hartzler-Rogers Amendment to the NDAA.
“The bill does entitle each and every Amateur Radio operator living in a deed restricted community to erect an
effective outdoor antenna. Full stop. That is the principal benefit of this legislation,” ARRL General Counsel
Chris Imlay, W3KD, stressed.



WEBSDR and CATSync�

                  (per QRZ news pages on Web)

Oscar,  DJ0MY,  has  just  released  the  major  version
release  (V1.1)  of  his  CATSync  software.   CATSync
allows the user to control public WebSDR receivers with
a real  rig  connected via  CAT. It  supports  the classical
WebSDR servers as well as the newer Kiwi-SDR servers
publically available on the internet.

This gives you access to dozens of web based receivers
around the world with the comfort of tuning your rig at
home. This software helps you to bring you back into the
fun of ham radio, for  example when you are  suffering
from local temporary or permanent high noise levels in
an urban QTH location.

Since  it's  initial  release  the  software  was  greatly
enhanced with additional features mainly based on user
feedback. The new revolutionary "Click + Tune" feature
let's you now use the software for bidirectional control.
The  previous  versions  only  allowed  to  control  the
WebSDR servers  via  your  rig,  but  not  vice-versa.  The
new version will now also control your rig, by clicking
on a frequency on the WebSDR waterfall (or KiwiSDR).

Also changing the mode on the WebSDR buttons will
make your radio change into the same mode in real time.

This basically allows you to use a WebSDR as if it is a
panadapter connected to your radio. For rigs that support
separate control of RX/TX VFO (not all rigs do) via CAT
it is also possible to click and tune the TX VFO (instead
of the RX VFO) and automatically enable one-click split
operation. 

For more information visit the author’s website:
<  https://catsyncsdr.wordpress.com/ >

There is a YouTube video of CATSync V1.10 in action:

<  http://www.southgatearc.org/news/20...or-release-with-
revolutionary-new-feature.htm >

OVER THE HORIZON RADAR
(and other HF interlopers)...

              (from the ARRL news pages)

03/12/2018
Just When You Thought It Was Safe: Chinese Over-
the-Horizon Radar Appears on 40 Meters 

The  International  Amateur  Radio  Union  Region  1
(IARU-R1)  Monitoring  System  (IARUMS)  reports
that  one of China’s over- the-horizon radar (OTHR)
installations  has  been  causing  interference  in  the
Amateur Radio 7 MHz band. The IARUMS February
newsletter reports on that intruder and others.

Other top 5 intruders include a “single-letter beacon”
transmitting either the letter “K” or the letter “T” on
7039.3 kHz. The source is believed to be the Russian
Pacific in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky. A Russian F1B
teleprinter signal (RDL) has appeared on 7193 kHz,
with  an  encrypted  frequency-shift-keyed  (50-baud)
signal,  originating  in  Kaliningrad.  Authorities  in
Germany  and  Switzerland  have  filed  official
complaints.

A  Russian  orthogonal  frequency-division  multiplex
OFDM  60  signal  has  been  showing  up  on  14.235
MHz,  covering 2.76  kHz.  It’s  said  to  be  located in
Moscow. Three Russian OFDM 60 signals were active
at  the  same  time  on  February  13.  A  Russian  F1B
signal  has  been observed on 14.308 MHz,  50 baud,
500 Hz shift, also reported to be in Moscow.

In  the  “miscellaneous  or  bad  news”  category,
IARUMS  Region  1  Coordinator  Wolf  Hadel,
DK2OM,  reports  Spanish-speaking  “fishermen”  on
3560 kHz (USB), heard daily at 1600 UTC or later.
These  signals  have  been  heard  on  other  80-meter
frequencies.  Broadcaster  Radio  Hargeisa  in
Somaliland continued to be reported on 7.120 MHz
(AM) daily. On 7.175 MHz, Radio Eritrea continues
to  be  jammed  daily  with  white  noise  transmissions
attributed  to  Radio  Ethiopia.  The  third harmonic of
Radio  Tajik  on  4765  kHz  is  still  being  heard  on
14.295 MHz.
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UPCOMING DX FOR YOU...
    (Courtesy of the NG3K website)

Call,Start Date,End Date,DXCC Entity
3B9RUN,2018 May11,2018 May16,Rodrigues Is
3D2,2018 Jul13,2018 Jul17,Fiji
3DA0AO,2018 Sep15,2018 Sep20,eSwatini
4V7R,2018 Oct19,2018 Oct29,Haiti
5W,2018 Jun11,2018 Jun13,Samoa
5W0GC,2018 Sep28,2018 Oct14,Samoa
7Q7JK,2018 Jul20,2018 Jul25,Malawi
9H3SV,2018 May24,2018 May31,Malta
9X0T,2018 Sep27,2018 Oct12,Rwanda
9X2AW,2018 Jun05,2018 Jun24,Rwanda
A25A,2018 Jul13,2018 Jul20,Botswana
A25VR,2018 May24,2018 May30,Botswana
BW,2018 Jun24,2018 Jun30,Taiwan
C8T,2018 May02,2018 May15,Mozambique
E51,2018 May13,2018 May25,South Cook Is
E6,2018 Oct06,2018 Oct16,Niue
FO,2018 Jun07,2018 Jun17,French Polynesia
FP,2018 Jul03,2018 Jul17,St Pierre & Miquelon
FR,2018 May25,2018 Jun15,Reunion Is
FS,2018 Nov28,2018 Dec07,St Martin
H44XG,2018 Jun21,2018 Jun27,Solomon Is
J3,2018 Jun14,2018 Jun28,Grenada
JW,2018 Oct10,2018 Oct15,Svalbard
JW,2018 Sep20,2018 Sep25,Svalbard
JW8DW,2018 May26,2018 May29,Svalbard
KH1,2018 Jun26,2018 Jul06,Baker & Howland Is
KH6,2018 May02,2018 Jun01,Hawaii
KH8,2018 Jun08,2018 Jun10,American Samoa
KH8,2018 Jun13,2018 Jun17,American Samoa
KH8,2018 Oct02,2018 Oct29,American Samoa
OG0C,2018 Jun02,2018 Jun06,Aland Is
OJ0Y,2018 Jun27,2018 Jun29,Market Reef
PJ2,2018 Jul19,2018 Jul24,Curacao
PJ2,2018 May10,2018 May15,Curacao
PJ7AA,2018 Nov17,2018 Dec08,Sint Maarten
PJ8,2018 May20,2018 May27,Sint Maarten
S79LD,2018 Apr21,2018 May31,Seychelles
S9ZZ,2018 Jun01,2018 Jun09,Sao Tome & Principe
T32AH,2018 Sep12,2018 Oct01,East Kiribatis
TE6DX,2018 Jun07,2018 Jun11,Costa Rica
TF,2018 Jul02,2018 Jul09,Iceland
TK,2018 Jun10,2018 Jun15,Corsica
V31FT,2018 Oct29,2018 Nov08,Belize
V73,2018 Jun07,2018 Jun18,Marshall Is
VK9CH,2018 Nov06,2018 Nov10,Cocos Keeling
VK9LI,2018 May12,2018 May18,Lord Howe Is
VK9XG,2018 Oct16,2018 Oct30,Christmas Is
VK9XQ,2018 Nov03,2018 Nov06,Christmas Is
VK9XQ,2018 Nov10,2018 Nov17,Christmas Is
VP2V,2018 Jul07,2018 Jul14,Br Virgin Is
VP5,2018 Jun13,2018 Jun25,Turks & Caicos
VP6D,2018 Oct20,2018 Nov03,Ducie Is

VP9,2018 Jun06,2018 Jun16,Bermuda
VQ5Z,2018 Jul01,2018 Jul11,Turks & Caicos
YJ0GA,2018 Jul18,2018 Jul25,Vanuatu
YJ0GC,2018 Oct15,2018 Nov04,Vanuatu
YN,2018 Nov26,2018 Dec06,Nicaragua
Z23MD,2018 Oct26,2018 Nov06,Zimbabwe
ZA,2018 Aug05,2018 Aug12,Albania
ZB,2018 May17,2018 May21,Gibraltar
ZF2PG,2019 Jan12,2019 Jan20,Cayman Is

 NEW COUNTRY (sort of) ...
                  (found on Wikipedia)
  On  19  April  2018,  the  King  of  Swaziland  Mswati  III
announced that the Kingdom of Swaziland had renamed itself
the  Kingdom  of  eSwatini  to  mark  the  50th  anniversary  of
Swazi independence. The new name, eSwatini, means "land of
the Swazis" in Swazi. Ingwenyama Mswati III has been king
of Swaziland since 1986.
   eSwatini  is  an  absolute  monarchy  with  constitutional
provisions and Swazi Law and customs. The head of state is
the king or Ngwenyama ("Lion"), currently King Mswati III,
who ascended to the throne in 1986 after the death of his father
King Sobhuza II in 1982 and a period of regency. According
to  the country's constitution, the King and Ingwenyama is a
symbol of unity and the eternity of the Swazi nation.

WATCH CONTEST UNIVERSITY...

   Thanks to Icom America and KC1CWF, selected sessions of
Contest  University  "CTU"  Dayton  2018  were  to  be  live
streamed on the internet.

To watch the Contest University videos,  go toYouTube or

<  http://contestuniversity.com >

GOT ALL 29 BANDS!#
          (from the ARRL new pages - abridged)
 04/18/2018
   Brian Justin, WA1ZMS, in Virginia, saved the lowest band
for last. On April 11, he completed a CW contact on the new
2200-meter band with K3MF in Pennsylvania, wrapping up a
sweep of completed contacts on all 29 Amateur Radio bands.
Justin is a bit of an old school guy — he worked K3MF on
CW, and now he’s awaiting a QSL card. A paper QSL card.
   Justin used his Icom IC-7300 for his receiver. His antenna
for both receiving and transmitting was a 160-meter dipole fed
as a Marconi T antenna against ground. “A 2.5 mH variometer
built  on  a  5-gallon  bucket  is  used  to  tune  the  antenna  to
resonance,” he explained. “Ground impedance at 136 kHz is
around 40 O, so most of the RF is lost as heat in the Earth.”
Justin said it  took several  hundred dollars’ worth of ground
rods and copper  wire  to  attain the 40-O ground impedance,
given soil conditions at his location.
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HF PL259 CONNECTOR TESTS...
    (from “Foundations of Amateur Radio - Episode 145”)
 with rewording of the story from Onno VK6FLA

There’s a YouTube video made by Jim, W6LG. Jim has a
YouTube channel going back a couple of years with about a
100 videos.

The video in the URL below is a discussion about RF power
loss before it gets to your antenna. The general wisdom is
that better coax gives you better results and stacking more
connectors in series is bad.

<  https://dxnews.com/forum/forum/technical-forum/7928-
w6lg-video-the-loss-in-coax-connectors  >

So using double or triple joiners, or the like, is supposed to
be really bad.

The lessons have been that we should have the shortest coax
possible with as few connectors as possible.

The video is about testing the loss in coax connectors and
100  foot  of  RG8X.   So,  30-odd  connectors,  SO239  and
PL259 were daisy chained them all together.  A testing tool
compared  a  single  connector  to  30  connectors.  Loss
differences,  showing pretty graphs,  lines and scales,  were
exhibited.  Tests  were  run  comparing  20m  to  6m  were
extensive and included testing with a kilowatt.

The test was repeated with 30-odd meters of RG8X coax.

In  the  video  W6LG  claims  no  discernible  differences
between only one connector,  or 30 connectors in-line,  at 14
MHz, and at 50 MHz.

However,  with  RG8X  coax,  which  sits  about  halfway
between RG58 and RG213 in terms of loss, there was 22%
loss at 14 MHz and 40% at 50 MHz.

NOT EZ FOR DXCC...

  The Editor recently had email discussions with the ARRL
DXCC department with regard to EZ, Turkmenistan.  If you
read in the right places, you would learn that North Korea,
Syria,  and  Turkmenistan  are  the  least  open  countries  on
earth.  According to the ARRL DXCC folks, no EZ QSOs
have been accredited since 2007.  The problem is that no
one operating in that entity can prove they have government
permission to operate.

Cable loss�
      (using catalog data from Belden or other)
      ( gathered by this editor)

   Caveats: these data are supplied by various sources
including  those  below.  Voltage  rating  may  not  match
your application.  Consult  catalog data before assuming
maximum ratings.  The  numbers  that  follow may  have
rounding  errors  or  may  have  been  misinterpreted.
Unfortunately  some  catalogs  leave  out  important  data
that subsequently had to be obtained from other sources.
   Test  conditions:   100  feet  of  cable,  50  ohm load,
frequencies at the 3 points as shown, 100 Watts of RF
into the cable.

Meaning of fields in each row:

Type, voltage rating, W/out @ 14MHz 52MHz 440 MHz

RG-8/U type    300V                    85W     72W       34W

RG-8/X type    300V                    76W     58W       15W

9913 type         300 V                    89W    80W       51W

RG-58/U type  300V                     71W    52W       13W

RG-213/U        300V                     83W    69W       30W
RG-213/U        (3700V for MIL SPEC)

RG-6                300V                     78W    61W       23W

Heliax 1/2”      4000Vdc                94W    89W       70W
 
LMR400 RG8  2500Vdc                89W   80W       52W

450 ohm window line   ?v              97W   94W       84W

per

< http://kv5r.com/ham-radio/coax-loss-calculator >

and 

<
http://www.timesmicrowave.com/documents/resources/T
ech%20Notes.pdf  >

TRIVIA...
Answer to trivia question: NO
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